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RATIONAL SYNTHESIS OF UMDIMENSIONAL MIXED VALENCE
SOLIDS. STRUCTURAL, SPECTRAL, AND ELECTRICAL

STUDIES OF CHARGE DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSPORT
IN PARTIALLY OXIDIZED NICKEL AND

PALLADIUM BISDJPHENYLGLYOXIMATES.
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Davida Webster Kalina la Malcolm S. McClure, lb Raymond P. Scaringe , la

Robert C. TeilElbaum , la, id Stanley L. Ruby , ic Jame: A. Thers*~~
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a detailed study of solid state structure, oxidation

state ,and electron transport in Ni (dpg)21 and Pd(dpg )2I , dpg diphenylglyoximato.

The crystal structure of Ni(dpg)21 has been studied by x-ray diffraction at 23~
and -16d’ C. The compound crystallizes from o-dichlorobenzene in the

tetragonal space group D h- P4/nec, with four formula units of Ni(dpg)21 in

a unit cell having dimensions at - 160°C of a = 19. 774 (8)1 c = 6. 446(3)1. Full-

matrix least-squares refinement of 31 variables gave a final

value of the conventional R index (on F) of 0. 093 for 353 reflectIons having

F~ > 3ci(F~). The crystal structure consists of stacked Ni(dpg)2 units (stagger ed

by 90°) and disordered chains of Iodine atoms extending in the c direction.



At 23° C the Ni-Ni separation is 3.271(1) 1 (3. 223 (2)~ at -160°); other important

distances are Ni-N = 1.868(15) 1; N-C = l .33(3)& ; N-O = 1.34(3)1. The

Ni(dpg)2 moiety is decidedly nonplanar (D2 symmetry ) with coordinated N

atoms displaced 0. 12(2)1 above or below the mean molecular plane. The form

of iodine present , i. e., 15, f , I~~, I5 ,  or mixtures thereof , cannot be

determined from the Bragg scattering; analysis of diffuse x-ray scattering

associated with the disordered iodine chains is consistent with 15 being the

predom inant species. This result is in agreement with resonance Raman

spectroscopic studies on Ni(dpg)21 and Pd(dpg)21 as well as on an extensive

series of selected model compounds . Fundamental polyiodide transitions

in the M(dpg)21 materials are observed (v0 = 4880-64711) at 161 vs and 107w

cm ’; weak M(dpg)2 - centered scattering is also noted. Iodine-129

MUssbauer data on Ni(dpg)2 129~ and Pd(dpg)2 1
~°I are also in best agreement

with the L formulation. Averaging the data for both compounds, three sites

with relative populations 2.04(10) : 2.00(10): 1.00 are observed with

isomer shifts (vs . ZnTe) = 1.20(3), 0. 52(5), 0. 18(1) mm/sec . and e2qQ =

-1764(5), -1331(8), -880(6) MHz , respectively. Thus , the M (dpg)2 units are

formally in fractional oxidation states of +0. 20(4). Optical data show

transitions at 56C nm (Ni(dpg)21) and 505 run (Pd(dpg )2l)wh~ h are most likely

associated with the M(dpg)2 stacking interaction , and a broad band in both

materials at 675 nm which is assigned to the polyiodide chains. X-ray

photoelectron spectra (Ni 2p31.~ , Pd 3d31~, 3d511~) show no evidence of

--a .



tr apped valence. Single crystal electrical conductivity (both dc and 100 Hz

ac) in the C (chain) direction is as high at 300°C as 1.1 x 10 ’t~-cmi 1

(Ni (dpg)21) and 4. 7 x 10~~ (o-cmi1 (Pd(dpg)21). lodination brings about an

increase in conductivity of>  10~ (Ni) and >10~ (Pd), which is especially

noteworthy since the only major change in crystal structure upon iodination

is a Ca. 0. 271 decrease in the M (dpg)2 stacking distance. Variable tenperatur e

studies show the Ni (dpg)2I and Pd(dpg )21 conductivities to be thermally activated ,

with activation energies of 0. 19 + 0.01 eV and 0. 54 -~
- 0. 11 eV , respectively.
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Solids with strongly unidimensional structural and electronic interactions
3have attracted much recent attention among chemists and plysicists . New

materials with quasi-metallic electrical , optical and magnetic properties

concentrated largely in one (or two) dimension(s) have forced a progressive

refinement of theoretical models as well as experimental expectations for

cooperative phenomena in molecular solids . The ultimate goal of such

research is to develop theory and chemical methodology to the point that

such cooperative phenomena can be varied at will.

It has been our interest to explore general approaches to the chemical

synthesis of quasi-metallic assemblages composed of molecular stacks or

chains, and to employ the physical properties of the resulting designed

materials to test current ideas regarding electron transport phenomena.

Judging from what is presently known about highly conductive stacked

systems such as KCP [K2Pt(CN)4Br0~ ~~~~
. 3H2O], TTF - TCNQ, as well as

others which do not undergo a low temperature transition to the semi-

conducting state3’4 , it is reasonable to attempt to array , in close proxi-

mity , flat , highly delocal ized, polarizable molecules3’ ~~~
. It Is asewned,

of course, that the stacked components occupy sites which are crystallo-

graphically as similar as possible. A crucial feature which also appears

to be inextricably connected with facile electron transport , and which is

understandable within the framework of the one-dimensional Hubbard
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band model3, is mixed valency3’6. That is, the molecular units to be

connected in series must have fractional formal oxidation states. One
7a

plausible approach which we have investigated to ensu e mixed valency

has been to attempt to co-crystallize stacks of planar donor molecules, D,

with an array of suitable acceptor species , A, which

D A D A
D A D A
D A _ _ _ _ _  

D A
D A D A
D A D A
D A D A

D = donor
A = acceptor

would each remove a non-integral amount of electronic charge per D unit

(“partial oxidation”). The A moieties should be polarizable and must be

sufficiently compact tc, pack easily within the assembly of D~ stacks. To

~~ 7a
promote mixed valency A must form stable polynuclear anions, A~

Thus, in the hypothetical material DA10 , each A would increase the formal

oxidation state of each D by +1/n.

Our efforts to synthesize mixed valence structures by the above strategy

have so far focussed primarily on the use of iodine as an acceptor7 ’8

Polyiodides such as and 
~~ 

1 exhibit high thermodynamic stability in

nonpolar media similar to environments expected in many D~ lattices and

possess shapes which should not drastically restrict the formation of one-

dimensional arrays9. Furthermore, iodine-containing oxidants are
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readily amenable to characterization by the powerful combination of

resonance Raman and iodine - 129 Mtissbauer spectroscopy 7’ 10 Thus,

in a material of stoichiometry DI, identifying the iodine as 15, I~~, J~~’,

15 
1 or a combination thereof allows a direct and accurate estimation

of the electronic charge transferred from D to the acceptor. Such charge

distribution information is of great importance in formulating models

for electron transport and is not readily available for non-crystalline,

microcrystalline , or severely disordered materials3.

The earliest recognized examples of stacked, square planar metal

complexes were the biaglyoximates of nickel, palladium, and platinum ,

A~~. It has been known for some

~~~~~~~~/
R
~~~c~~~

N
~~~ 

N
~~~c ~~

R

I I A

~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
/

O •H~•O

R~~ CR3 : M (dmg)2
R C 6Hb: M (dpg)2
M = N i, Pd,Pt

time that the nickel and palladium bisdiphenylglyoxlinates can be reversibly

iodinated (or brominated) ,as illustrated in equation (1)12. The products

are lustrous

M(dpg)2 +~~I2 j====~ M (dpg)21 (1)

M = Ni , Pd
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golden-olive needles which exhibit weak temperature-independent para-

magnetism and pressed pellet electrical conductivities which are Ca. 10~

greater than in the unhalogenated materials13. Subsequent studies have

inferred the basic one-dimensional nature of the M (dpg)21 crystal structure

and have thoronghly categoriz ed the range of stoichiometries and halogenation

products which exist14 . However, this information did not resolve the

fundamental question of whether these materials were or were not mixed

valent, and the form of the iodine was variously formulated as 12 (formally
15 ...~ .,,,16 -

Ni , a halogen charge-transfer complex), I (formally Ni ) , and I~ 
1

14c
(formally Ni~~ ’°, partially oxidized). It was of great interest to us to

investigate the M(dpg)21 systems In greater detail as the first prototypes

of mixed valence lattices synthesized via the polyiodide strategy . In

this paper we present a full exposition of our structural , spectral , and

electron transport measurements on the nickel and pall adium bisdiphenyl-

glyoximato iodides. it is unequivocally demonstrated that these systems

do contain M(dpg )2 units in formal fractional oxidation states , and that

the spectral methods for charge distrthution analysis have wide applica-

bility. In so doing we revise , o~ the basis of Improved spectroscopic and

diffraction data, our origina l suggestio n 7C $ d that the iodine -

containing spec ies is largely 1 in these systems; rather we

show that it Is largely If not exclusively I~~. In a companion paperlb we

examine the structur al and electronic characteristics of the more closely

coupled and highly conjugated nickel and palladium bisbenzoquinonedioxirnato

lodides , which provide further insight into the response of stacked metal

dioximate systems to partial oxidation.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Elemental analyses were performed by Ms. H. Beck , Northwestern

Analytical Services Laboratory ,or Micro-Tech Laboratories . All halo-

genated ~‘aLnples were stored in closed vials in a freezer at -20° C.

Synthesis of M (dpg)21 Compounds, M = Ni, Pd. Bis(diphenylglyoximato)

Ni(fl) was prepared by reaction of diphenylgly oxlme (Eastman) with
14a . . .NiCl2~ 6H20 in refluxing ammoniacal ethanol . B~s (diphenylglyoximato)

14bPd(1I) was prepared in a similar manner using PdCl2 . Both complexes

were purified by several recrystallizations from hot dimethylformamide.

The corresponding iodides were prepared by reacting o-dichlorobenzene

solutions of the metal diphenylglyoxlmates (ca. 10~~M) at 110° C with a

ca. 35-150 fold molar excess of triply sublimed 15. The hot solution was

gravity filtered, rewarmed to 1 1(? C, and then slowly cooled to room

temperature in an insulated dewar flask over a period of 3-5 days. The

golden-olive crystals obtained were collected by suction filtration and

were washed with pentane until the washings were colorless. Yields by

this procedure ranged from 40-60$.

Anal. Calcd. for Ni(C~ H11O2N2)3I: C, 50. 63; H , 3. 34; N , 8. 44 ; I ,

19. 11. Found: C, 50. 92; H , 3. 10; N , 8. 39;.I , 19. 37. Calcd. for

Pd(C MH UO2N~~I: C, 47. 24; H , 3. 12; N, 7. 87; I, 17. 83. Found: C, 47 .04 ;

H , 3. 13; N, 7 .75; I , 17. 30.
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Complete infrared spectra (Nuj ol mulls , cm ’):

Ni(dpg)2 : 3090vw. 307 5w, 3060mw , 1985vw , 196 5vw , 1895vw , 1805vw ,
1765vw , l600vw, 1580mw , 1530vs , 1490vs , 1445vs , 1320w , 1290s , 1210m ,
1155mw , l l4Ovw , lO7Om , 1000mw, 970n; 930ms , 900s, 850m , 810n ,
775ms, 740vs, 690vs, 670w, 384w, 323vs , 295s , 248w , 176vs , 130-140m g

Ni(dpg)21: 3075w, 1965vw, 1820vs, 1600mw, 1580w, 1530m, 1490s, 1445vs ,
1330m, 1295s , 1280ms , 1220w, 1155mw, l l4Ovs , 1070mw, 1025w , 975mw,
930ms, 900s , 850mw, 820w, 770s , 740s , 690vs , 670mw , 388m , 365vs ,
319s, 298vs, 260w, l74vs , 130-140s.

Pd(dpg)2: 3090vw, 3070w , 3060mw, 1985vw, 1965vw, 1895vs, l8lOvw ,
1765vw, l600vs, 1580mw, 1520m, 1490s, 1445vs, 134mw , 1325m, 1300s ,
1280m, 1190mw, ll6Oms , 1140mw, 1070m , 1025ms , l000m , 970ms, 930m ,
885s , 840mw, 815mw, 760mw, 740vs, 690vs.

Pd(dpg)2I: 3070w , 1975vw, l900vw , 1820vw , 1590mw, 1570mw , 1510mw ,
1485m , 1440vs , 1345m , 1335m , 1305s , 1280m , 1155m , 1135m , 1070mw ,
1025m , 1000w, 970mw , 920mw , 880s , 845w, 810w, 765s , 740vs, 690vs.

The above synthetic procedure was f ound consistently to produce the largest

M (dpg)21 crystals; however,overall yields were diminished somewhat.

Larger yields of the M(dpg)21 materials can be obtained by using more

concentrated solutions , but more rapid crystallization and smaller crystals

result. With a deficiency of iodine , dilute or concentrated solutions yield

products which, by optical microscopy , are seen to be mixtures of light

and dark-colored crystals . Mechanical separation and elemental analysis

show these to be the M (dpg)2 and M(dpg)2110  derivatives, respectively.
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Synthesis of M (dpg)2~~I Compounds, M = Ni, Pd. For the Ni(dpg)~~9I

and Pd(dpg )~~9I Mbssbauer samples , the ab’ve procedure was carried out

on a smaller scale using more concentrated o-dichlorobenzene solutions

and a ca. 7 molar excess of ~9I2. The latter reagent was prepared by

oxidizing acidified Na~’I solutions (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) with

30% l15O~ and extracting the iodine into o-dichlorobenzene. The organic

layer was next separated , washed twice with d~~tifled water , and dried

over anhydrous Na2SO4. This solution was then used for M (dpg)2 iodination.

Synthesis of M (dpg)2Br Compounds, M = Ni,Pd. The compounds Ni(dpg)2Br

and Pd(dpg)2Br were prepared by reacting the M(dpg)2 compounds in Cd 4

with Br2 as described by Edelman 12. These compounds kse halogen at

room temperature far more rapidly than do the iodldes .

cbmplete infrared spectra (Nujol mulls, cm ’):

Ni(dpg)2Br: 3075w, 1970vw , 1820vw , 1600mw , 1575w , 1525mw , 1490s ,
1445vs , 1330m , 1295s , 1280mg , 1155m, ll4Ovs , 1100mw , 1070mw, 1025w,
1000w, 975mw, 930m, 900ms, 850w, 770s, 740s , 690vs , 670mw, 388m ,
363s, 320ms, 298s, 261w, l73vs, 110-140s.

Pd(dpg)2Br: 3075w, 1970vw , 1820vw , 1595mw , 1575w, 1515w, 1485m ,
1440vs, 1335m , 1300s , 1275m , 1150m, 1140m , 1070w, 1025m , 1000w ,
975w, 925mw , 880s , 840vw, 805vw , 775w, 765s, l4Ovs, 690vs.

Raman Measurements Laser Raman spectra were recorded with Kr+(647U)

or Ar~ (488flA, 5145A)excitation using .a Spex 1401 monochromator and photon counting

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - - 
_________________________________________________
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detection . The solid samples were studied in 5 or 12 mm Pyrex sample

tubes spinning at 1200 rpm. A 180~ back-scattering geometry was employed.

A number of scans were m ~Ie of each sample (the initial at lowest laser

power) to check for possible sample decomposition. Spectra were cali-

brated with the exciting line (v0) or laser plasma lines. For variable

temperature studies the spinning sample was placed in a transparent glass

dewar and was cooled in a stream of boil-off nitrogen . Temperatures were

calibrated with a copper-constantan thermocouple. Spectra at ca. 8° K

were obtained using an apparatus described elsewhere. 17

Infrar ed Measurements Routine infrared spectra were recorded with a

Perkin-Elmer model 267 spectrophotom eter . Far-infrared spectra were

obtained with a Perkin-Elmer model 180 instrument. Samples were studied

as Nuj ol mulls between KBr or polyethylene plates . The far-infrared studies

were performed with a thorough and continuous purge of dry nitrogen.

Iodine- 129 Mt~ssbauer Spectroscopy For Mbssbauer measurements , source ,

absorber and detector were employed in the standard transmission geometry.

The °°Zn~ °Te source (t~ 70 mm .) was prepared by irradiation of a

~ ZnU8Te target (pressed in an aluminum disk) in the Argonne CP-5 reactor

for 2 hr . The source produced sufficient 27 .7 Key ‘p-radiation for 3-4 hr .

of Mbssbauer effect data collection. Absorbers were prepared by powdering

the iodlne-129
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enriched samples, mixing with an inert filler (boron nitride) and loading

into Lucite sample holders. The absorbers typically contained ca. 30 mg.

~~I/cm2 , which represents a compromise between large ML~ssbauer effect

v-ray absorption , self-absorption, Compton scattering , and thickness

errors. Both the source and absorber were cooled to 4. 2° K during data

collection. Typically , 3-4 sources were used, in sequence, to collect all

the data for a given sample. Data collected from each source were summed

to give the final spectra. Individual runs were checked for reproducibility.

Attempts to observe spectra with the sample at 770 K were unsuccessful, owing

to the low ~~I recoilless fraction. The spectrometer velocity was generated

with a feedback- controlled vibrator using sinusoidal acceleration. The

velocity drive was calibrated with ~ Fe foil. Data were collected with a

proportional counter in conjunction with a 400 channel multichannel analyzer

operating in the time mode. Data were stored on paper tape.

MtSssbauer effect data processing and analysis employed the computer

program, GENFIT, which finds the best values of the parameters of isomer

shift, quadrupole coupling constant , line width , populations , baseline and

asymmetry raram~ er via least + squares minimization of the difference

between the observed and calculated spectra. The goodness of fit is ju dged

by the parameter “Misfit , ” which has been previously defined by Ruby. 18

19
“Misfit , ” which Is a modification of the parameter X~, is better suited to

deciding which of several models fits several measurements more accurately.
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The end sites in the penta.Iodide ion showed large linewidths in com-

par ison with the other iodine sites. This could be explained if the end sites

have a distribution of quadrupole coupling constants. That Is, not all

end sites are exactly equivalent. This nonequivalence was incorporated in the

fitting procedure as a velocity-dependent line-broadening function(eq(2)).

Pn = Ji~c (%çI ~~8)]2 + rtrue (2)

where ftue is the actual line width , 6 is the isomer shift , v~ is the

velocity of line n , ~C is the broadening parameter,and is the observed

velocity of the ~th line. This function broadens the lines furthest away

from the center of gravity (8 , isomer shift) to a greater extent than those

lines closer to 6. ThIs has the same overall effect as a quadrupole

distribution. Using this value of rn, reasonable llnewidths for all

sites are obtained.

Electronic Spectra Spectra of solid samples were studied as Nujol mulls

between quartz plates in a Cary 17-D spectrophotometer. Several scans

were made of each sample to check for possible decomposition.

Single Crystal Conductivity Measurements Samples selected for electrical

conductivity measurements had no apparent growth defects that could be

observed by microscopic inspection. Typical sample dimensions for the

tetragonal needles were 2.0 to 3.0 mm in length and 0. 1 to 0.2 mm in

thickness . All measurements were performed with current flow along

the c-axis direction.
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Mounting and electrode attachment employed the conventional four-

probe technique. The substrate mounts were prepared from a typical

integrated circuit header assembly before encapsulation. Small diameter

gold or aluminum wires served as electrode connectors and were attached

to the samples using either colloidal graphite suspended in 1, 3-butylene

gtycol, or Demetron M8001 cold-setting conductive gold contact paint.

Conductivity results with these two contact materials were identical . In

addition , it was found that conductivities remained constant over a period

of days at room temperatvre , indicating that no reaction was taking place

between sample and contact material. Sample electrode arrangements

were checked by the procedure of Schafer ~~ 
20

Current for de conductivity measurements was supplied by a Keithley model

225 regulated current source; voltage was measured by two Keithley model 610 B

electeometers in differential configuration. Several low frequency ac(100 Hz .)

measurements were performed uMng PAR 124 and HR8 lock-in amplifiers. The

results were in good agreement with the dc measurements. Variable temperature

studies were conducted in a Delta Design environmental chamber. Tern-

peratures ‘
~~~~~ re monitored with a copp er- constantan thermocouple adjacent

to the sample. Room temperature measurements were always made after

high temperature ~ 300° K) studies to check for possible sample decomposition.

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectros copy XPS spectra were recorded on an

AEI-ES100B spectrc*neter using Al K~ radiation. ~flrne averaging was

performed with a PDP-85 data system. A least-squares fit of the data points
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was achieved using the program SMOOTH ii. 21 Spectra were recorded at

room temperature. In order to check for possible loss of iodine from the

M(dpg )21 compounds in the high vacuum of the spectrometer , the I 3d 5/2

peak was recorded at the beginning and end of each run; no drop in the

intensity of this peak was observed. Furthermore , spectra recorded at

-50° C were identical to those obtained at room temperature. Attempts

at argon ion etching did , however , result in loss of iodine from the M(dpg)2I

complexes and apparent reduction to M (dpg)2 (even at low temperature). Binding

energies reported are relative to Cis (taken to be 285.0 eV). The

uncertainty in these numbers is somewhat large owing to the rather large

shift (0. 3 - 0. 9 eV) in Qs kinetic energy observed in the course of the runs

(a period of several hours), most likely a consequence of charging effec ts. An

attempt was made to obtain the relative binding energies of M(dpg)21

vs. M (dpg)2 by running a homogeneously mixed sample of the two materials.

In each case , no splitting or broadening of the peaks was observed.

X-Ray Diffraction Study of Ni(dpg)21. Crystals of Ni(dpg)21, suitable for

x-ray diffraction studies , were grown by the slow cooling of 2-

dichlorobenz ene solutions containing an excess of iodine as described

above. The crystals obtained are black , very thin needles with a silver ,

metallic lustre. The crystal structure of Ni(dpg)21, based on diffractometer

data collected at room temperature , has been described. 7c , d In an attempt

to characterize more fully the nature of the Iodine-containing species ,

a low-temperature study has been carried out.
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For the low temperature study a suitable , although rather small

crystal was mounted . with G. E. Glyptal to a copper fiber (diameter =

0. 5mm) in an Air Products Cryo-tip goniometer equipped with a closed

Joule-Thomson cooling cycle. The crystals have the sam e space group at

both 23° C and -160° C. Accurate cell parameters at -160(5)° C were obtained

by a least-squares analysis of the setting angles of 13 hand-centered

reflections chosen from diverse regions of reciprocal space (29. 0° ~ 2g ~

57. 1° , CuKa 1 radiation) and obtained using a narrow x-ray source. Table

I contains pertinent crystal data for the low temperature study .

The low temperature data were collected on a Picker four-circle

automated diffractometer as has previously been described. 22

The intensities of six standard reflections were measured every 100

reflections to assess crystal movement Or decomposition . There was no

significant variation in these standards . The intOnsities of 1102 accessible reflections

with indices t>  0 and h ?k >  0 were measured for 20 ~ 2~ < 120° using

nickel-filtered Cu Ka radiation. Of thes e, 416 have F~~> 3(~ (F~ ). The

data were processed in the usual way using a value of 0. 04 for p. 23 An

absorption correction was applied to the data using Gaussian integration. 24

Structure Solution and Refinement. The positions of all non-hydrogen

atoms were taken from the room temperature determination’~~with the nickel
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atoms on the 4(a) special positions and the iodine atoms on the 4(c) special

positions in sqace group P4/ncc (with unit cell origin at 1). The structure

was r efined using full-matrix, least-squares techniques, minimizing the

function Ew ( 1F 01 - FC I)2 , where F~~ and 1F0 1 are the observed and

calculated structure amplitudes and the weights , w , are taken as

4F~ /~ 
2(F2). The agreement indices are defined as R = E 1 F01 - F~ ~$ /~l~ I

and Rw = [Ew(t F01 - 1 F0 1)2 / EwF~ ]~. Atomic scattering factors

were taken from the usual sources. 25 Anomalous dispersion terms26

for the Ni and I atoms were included in F~. A series of ~-2~ scans performed

for 20 
~~ 2e < 110° in several arbitrary crystal orientations indicated the

regions of interference from the Cu powder pattern of the Cu fiber. These

regions agree well with those calculated for copper scattering at

-160° C. Owing to the low intensities of many reflections , these powder

lines constitute a significant contribution to the observed intensities so

all data in these regions of 2q were eliminated from further refinements, leaving

35~ reflections with F a 3a(F ). Although a difference Fourier synthesis

enabled us to locate all the hydrogen atoms, their positions were idealized. A

C-H distance of 0. 95A was assumed for the hydrogen atoms of the phenyl groups.

The hydrogen atom of the hydroxyl group was placed on the crystallographic two-

fold axis between the two oxygen atoms. Each hydrogen atom was assigned a thermal

parameter of 1k2 greater than that of the atom to which it is attached.

In the low temperature structure all thermal parameters are, as expected, sig-

nificantly lower than those at room temperature. However , as was found earlier ,
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the mean-square amplitude of vibration of the I atom in the c-direction

(1333) is approximately 10 times greaterthan it is normal to this direction.

For reasons to be discussed later , it is certain that the apparent high

thermal motion of the iodine atoms is caused by a disorder in the iodine

chain. Hence, there is a distribution of possible iodine atom positions in

the cell . Under these circumstances the use of thermal parameters

will not reproduce the observed electron density distribution unless one of

the following is true:27

1) The magnitude of the displacements characteristic of the disorder

is small.

2) The distribution of displacements (whether or not their magnitudes

are small) Is Oaussian.

Since in the present case neither of these conditions applies , several peaks

in the difference Fourier map persisted throughout anisotropic refinement .

The optimal solution to this problem would invol ve proposing a detailed

model for the disorder and then reproducing the predicted electron

density distribution by placing atoms with fractional occupancy factors in

appropriate positions. However, to arrive at such a model based on the

structureless mass of electron density along the line ~, ~, z is obviously

out of the question . In theory , a detailed disorder model can be deduced

by Interpretation of the diffuse scattering; efforts are being made in this

direction and will be discussed later. An alternative approach is to

approxim ate the observed electron density distribution by some function

other than the C~ussian. We have applied this Idea successfully to a
28

similar structure, but In the present case we have been unable to find a
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distribution which yields results superior to those for the Gaussian.

In the final least-squares refinement only one I atom position was

ref m e d  and the solution converged to values of R and R
~ 

of 0. 093 and

0. 126 , based on 31 variabl es and 353 observations . The error in an

observation of unit weight is 4.03 electrons. An analysis of Ew(I F0I -

~F0 1) 2  as a function of F0, setting angles , and Miller indices shows no

unusual trends apart from the poor agreement at low q values. This is

to be expected on the basis of the I atom disorder. The highest 15 peaks in

a final difference Fourier synthesis are between the I atoms in the I chains

(3. 5-3.6(1)er3), between the Ni atoms (1. 3-1. 5(2)eX ’3) ~near the oxygen atoms

(0. 9-1. 0(2)eA 3), and near the phenyl rings (0. 7(2)er 3). The residuals between

the I and Ni atoms are probably a consequence of the disorder of the I atoms , and

the resulting poor refinement of the ordered m odel , although electron density errors

are expected to be higher in special positions.

The final positional and thermal parameters appear in Tables II and Ill. Root-

mean-square amplitudes of vibration of the I and Ni atoms a1 both 23° and -160°

are given in Table IV. A listing of the observed and calculated structure

amplitudes is available. 29

Diffuse X-Ray Scattering Exam ination of ordinary - - ~scillation photographs

taken with nickel filtered Cu radiation revealed the pr~~ence of three weak layers at

ca. 2. 12, 2. 44 ,and 2. 80 reciprocal lattice units In ada ~ •
~ to the normal Bragg layer

lines. Subsequent stationary crystal photographs dem onsti :tad that the extra 3cat-

taring is concentrated in planes normal to the ~ axis. These observations clearly

Indicate the exietence of one-dimensional disorder In this m~terial. We

identify the disorder with the Iodine chain because of the apparent high

thermal motion of the iodine atoms and because the resulting model (f
_  _
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ion separated by ...~3. 26 ~
) is physically unrealistic . The intensity in any

given diffuse layer is slightly modulated indicating that som e three dimensional

correl ations are present between chains. Diffuse scattering similar to

that observed here is well documented for materials containing iodine

chains . 7a , 8c ,3O In these cases , the diff use layers can be indexed on the basis

of a 9. 7A superlattice and the interpretation of intensity data , when

measured , yiel d disorder models involving the triiodide ion as the iodine

containing species . In the present case this interpretation is not possible.

In Ni(dpg)21 , the observed layers (six are visible if photographs are

taken with Mo radiation) can be roughly indexed on the basis of an 18. 32X

repeat superlattice spacing , which corresponds to Ca. (14/5) c. We

reject this interpr etation because the agreement with calcul ated layer

positions is rather poor , and because it is not possible ‘ o arrive at the

observed electron density distribution on the basis of any model involving

an incommensurate superlattice spacing of this length. Qoser examination

of the oscillation photographs shows that there is considerable broadening

of the diffuse lines relative to the Bragg lines. This has been confirmed

by counter measurements of the diffuse scattering pattern employing

monochromatic CoKa(X = 1.7889A) radiation. Irregular layer spacings

and broadening is suggesti ~~ of a system displaying short-range order .

An experimental example of this phenomenon has been reported for the one-

dimensional material Hollandite. 
31 

We are currently analyzing the diffuse

scattering pattern of Ni(c~,g)I in terms of short-range order m odels.
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Although optim ization of the model is not yet complete , the agreement

with experim ent at present is sufficiently close that qualitative information

about the iodine species in this material is now available.
28 

In particular ,

all attempts to reproduce the observed scattering in terms of models with

ç or ‘2 have been unsuccessful. The pl imary reason for this is that it

is difficult , if not impossible, to postulate a sensible physical model

based on these species which reproduces the main feature of the observed

scattering pattern (the intense peak at 2. 06 reciprocal lattice units). This

is in agreement with the ~~I Mbs sbauer and resonance Rain an results (see

Results Section) which indicate that these species are either completely

absent , or present in small am ounts only . Of the numerous models con-
32

sidered thus far , only those involving 15 as the predominate species have

met with success in explaining the experimental data.

RESULTS AND D~~C~~~~)N

Chemistry

The compounds Ni(dpg )21 and Pd(dpg)2I were prepared as shown in

equation (1). Very slow cooling of hot o-dichl orobenzene solutions of the

M (dpg)2 complexes with a large excess of iodine produced lustrous golden-

olive crystals of sufficien t size for x-ray diffraction and electrical con-

ductivity studies. Under the synthetic conditions employed, the metal:

I ratio in the product was consistently found to be 1. 00:1. 00 + 0. 05. When

deficiencies of iodine were employed, the slow cooling technique produced

mixtures of M (dpg)2 and M (dpg)21 crystals, which could be mechanically

separated and characterized (see Experimental Section). There was

also no evidence from laser Raman spectroscopy (v-ide infra) that
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M(dpg).2I~ materials were present with x not 1.0 or 0.0. Likewise, the

M(dpg)21 compounds were found to lose ’2 upon heating , and at no time

during this process were Raman signals observed for materials other

t h a n x — 1 . O o r x — 0 . 0.

Crystal Structure of Ni(c~ g)2I.

The structure of Ni(dpg)21 consists of discrete Ni(dpg)2 units and I

atoms with no unusual non-bonded contacts (see Table V). The Ni(dpg)2

units are stacked along the crystallographic c axis with the coordination

plane of the Ni atom perpendicular to the stacking direction. Each Ni(dpg )2

unit is staggered by 900 with respect to its nearest neighbor along the

stacking axis. The iodine atoms also stack one above the other in the

c-direction, filling the “tunnels” created by the phenyl rings of the

diphenylglyoxiznato u ganda . The packing is shown in the stereoscopic

view of the unit cell contents in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows stacking of

the Ni and 1 atoms in the c direction. A drawing of the Ni(dpg )2 unit

showing relevant bond lengths and angles is presented in Figure 3.

The Ni atoms occupy the 4 (a) special positions in the space group

P4/ncc. Therefore, all Ni atoms are equally spaced along the stacking

direction by ~J2 (3.223 (2) $). This distance can be compared with the corresponding

Ni- Ni distances in the stacked compounds Ni(dpg)2(3. 5477) 14d Ni(dmg)2

(3. 25k) , ~~ Ni (bqd)210 02 (3. lBo(2)X) ?b where bqd = benzoq uinonedioxim ate ,

Ni (bqd)21.~ 5 (3. 153(3)A) , 33 NiPc(4. 79X)34 where Pc phthalocyanine , and
7a 8c

NiPcI1 0  (3. 244 (3)X). ‘ In all cases where an iodlnated and non-iodinated

material can be compared , the iodination has brought about a significant

contraction in the Ni-NI distance. Despite this contraction, the metal-metal
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distances in these stacked compounds are still appreciably larger th an

in face-to-face metallomac rocycle dim era such as [Ni(C~ H ~N4 ) b (CF3SO3)2,
35

35awhich contains two eclipsed B units . Here spectr al studies suggest a weak

metal-metal interaction , and the Ni-Ni distance is found to be 3. 063(1)A . 35b

Analogous examples include

B 
N~~,~~~-N 

~

F Ni(C 1ON 14NR) b , 36 containing structu ral unit C , where there is considerably
~37

stronger metal-metal communication and where Ni-Ni = 2 . 788(2)A , and [Ni (dmgBF2)2~
where Ni-Ni = 3. 2fl. As a point of reference, the distance in nickel m etal,

2. 49~ ,
38 

is shorter still.

The Ni(dpg)2 unit has crystallographically imposed point symmetry 222 ~o it is

not crystallographically required to be planar. In fact , the molecule is rather

puckered . This is shown clearly in Table VI by the deviations of the atoms from

the least- squares planes . In plane 5, consisting of the four N atoms, each N atom

is displaced alternately above and below the plane by 0. 12(2) A . Similarly,

within the chel ate ring the two C atoms are displaced above and below the

mean plane by 0. 20(3)X . The large N- C-C’-N’ torsion angle of 33(2)o

about C-. C’ bond is a further indication of the non-planarity of the chelate

ring. This puckering of the inner core of the Ni(dpg)2 unit appears to 

S - - —-~~ - - -~~
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result from the close approach of the two adj acent phenyl groups on the

chelate and also from the close approach of the molecules along the

stacking axis. Table V shows that there are several short non-bonded

contacts primarily involving the phenyl rings. The distortions of the

C-C(1)-C(2) and C-C(1)- C(6) angles (see Table V) from their ideal values

of 120° also seem to result from the above interactions . To minimize these

interactions the adjacent phenyl rings are tipped 64.8 ° from each other and

36. 8° from the chelate plane.

All bond lengths and angles in the Ni(dpg)2 unit, at -160’~C, are essentially
7c

identical to those in the room temperature structur e determination and agree

well with those reported in other nickel tetraazamacrocycle complexes .

The Ni(dp~~ I results are of limited accuracy owing to the predom inance of

iodine scattering and the presence of diffuse intensities. The

Ni-N distance of 1. 868(15)$, is norm al , beiflg close to the value of ca. 1. 85~
observed in several four-coordinate Ni (fl) complexes. This contact is

significantly shorter than the Ni-N distances observed in the four-coordinate

Ni(II) porphyrins (1.902 (5) to 1. 98(1)$), 40 43 However , it is close to the

average Ni- N distance of 1.874(3)A in FNi(C~ H~~N4)b (CF3SO3)2, 3
~~ and

2.78 8(2)A in ENi(C J~H~ NB)b . 36 The N- C distance of 1.33(3)X and the N-O dis-

tance of 1. 34(3)A in the coordinated diphenylglyoxim ate ligand are comparable

to the corresponding distances in Ni (dmg)2, ~~ i. e. , 1. 30(3) and 1. 35(2)A ,

respedively . The distances C-C’ (1. 61(4)A) and 0-0(2. 40(4)~ ) in the

present structure also compare favorably with the analogous Ni(dmg)2

param eters of 1. 54(3) and 2.40(2) X , respectively.

As already noted in the discussion of the structure solution (Experimental

Section) the Iodine atoms in Ni(dpg)21 are disordered along the c axis In
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such a manner that the form of the iodine (12, 12 , 15 ,  I or a mixture

thereof ) cannot be determ ined from the Bragg scattering. Analysis of the

diffuse scattering pattern which is observed can , in principle , provide the

desired structural information. 30 , ~~~~ Diffuse scattering data have been

collected by counter methods for Ni (dpg)21. Analysis of these data is

in progress. At the present time it is p ossible to reject models consisting

of simple chains of 12 or 1 units; the data are consistent with I~
being the predominant species. Spectral data (yide infra) are also

consistent with the presence of J~ units.

Resonance Raman Studies

In an effort to obtain additional information on th~ nature of the

i odine-containing species in Ni (dpg)21 and Pd(dpg )2I, solid state resonance

Ram an45 vibrational spectroscopic studies were undertaken. As will be

seen , this method can provide valuable structural information on poly-

iodide mol ecular structure and Is immune to diffraction-related problems

such as disorder and non-crystallinity. Each type of polyiodlde molecule

gives rise to a characteristic R~,m an scattering spectrum , and the

resonant enhancement with typical visible laser excitation frequencies is

generally sufficient so that iodine-centered vibrational transitions are

not obscured by modes from other oscillators In the ciystal . A complete
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description of our resonance Raman studies on a wide variety of polyiodide

compounds will be presented elsewhere. lOc In this discussion we

summarize the theory and results pertinent to differentiating various

species which could occur in the channels of low-dimensional

materials such as Ni(dpg)2I and Pd(dpg)2I.

The intensity of a Raman tr ansition , I(vr ), averaged over all molecular

orientations , can be expressed in terms of the Raman scattering tensor,

R , as shown in equation (3). Here 1(v0)
0~~~

I(vr) 3¼~ 
vr~I(vo)~ ’ tRp aI2 (3)

is the intensity of the laser exciting line (at v0), yr is the frequency of the

Ram an scattered radiation , and c is the speed of light. It is possible to

express R in such a way as to incorporate both Herzberg-Teller coupling
pa 

45 46and Born-Oppenheimer nonadiabatic coupling . ‘ Thus , according to

equation (4)

R = A + B  (4)

the Raman scattering tensor is the sum of terms which describe scattering

arising from Franck-Condon allowed transitions involving a single excited

electronic state (A terms) and those which derive intensity through

vibronlc coupling betw een two or more excited electronic states (B terms).

For a transition from vibrational level i to j in the ground electronic state
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(gi to gj), these terms can be expressed as in e pations (5) and (6). Here

A =! ~ (g°~~0$e°) (~k~I~)<gj ie~ fvj~~÷ ~ p4+rY] (5)
h 

~ev ,gi - + W’ev ~“ev ,gi + 
~~0

B =— L 
(gO~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~su)(sujQ~ev)(ev~gi) (6)

e, v s,u 
~~su gi 

- vo + 
~r5) ~ ev,gi - ~~

+ ___________________ ]
+~~~~~ +ir5~ (vev ,gj +~~ +ir~,)

I e°) is the adiabatic electronic wave function of excited electronic state e,

evaluated at the equilibrium nuclear coordinates of the ground electronic

state , g, ~is the dipole tr ansition operator , and ev> is the wave function of

vibrational level v of state e. The terms 
~ev, gi ~ the denominator are

the frequency separation between vibronic levels and the denote

damping terms describing the radiative widths of the vibronic states , ev.

The symbol s denotes excited electronic states other than e, the prime

on the summation excludes terms where s = e , and (~H/~Q)0 represents

the vibronic coupling operator describing how the electronic Hainiltonian

varies with displacement along normal mode Q. This operator is evaluated

at the ground state nuclear coordinates and transforms as normal mode

Q. The second term In each equation refers to the non-resonant case. It
is seen from equations (5) and (6) that for A terms , only the totally sym-

metric normal modes of molecular vibration are expected to be resonance

enhanced , while for B terms only those vibrational modes which vibronically
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couple states s and e are expected to be enhanced . Those norm al modes

which transform the molecule from the ground state nuclear configuration

to an appreciably displaced nuclear configuration in an excited electronic

state shoul d, all other factors being equal , experience the greatest

resonance enhancement.

In addition to the above relationships and the phenomena which follow

from them , empirical information on force and interaction constants is

required before polyiodide structural deductions can be m ade. Model

compounds of known structure can provide such data. Figure 4A shows

a solution resonance Rain an spectrum of 12; the intense stretching funda-
47

mental at 209 cm is observed along with the characteristic overtone

progression. Figure 4 B presents the spectrum of (C6H5)4As~I , 
48 

which
- 48

contains isolated, symmetrical (equal I-I distances) 12 units . As is

empirically observed in all polyiodide resonance Raman spectra recorded

to date, lOc only the tothily symmetric I-I stretching vibrations(for 13, the

in-phase stretching of the two oscillators) are appreciably enhanced with

= 4880-647 1$. excitation. The actual I-I stretching frequency in 1 is

the average of the symmetrically (118 cm ’) and antlsymmetrically (145cm ’)

coupled normal modes:9’49 132 cm ’, which represents an appreciable

lowering of the force constant f rom that in ‘2• This feature illustrates

an important point in understanding polyiodide electronic structure and

vibrational spectra: molecular 12 acts as a Lewis acid and coordination to

Lewis bases, e. g. I~, weakens the I-I bonding. Thus the I-I distance in

‘2 is 2. 72A while in 1 it is near 2. 92$~.. Molecular orbital calculations

1 also show that the highest occupied molecular orbital has I-I anti-
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bonding character. 50 
~~~en 12 units are placed in a linear chain [((C6115)-

coNH2)2H~’2i
5
~he electronic spectral visible maximum shifts somewhat , lOc , 51

and 13 scattering is again observed (Figure 4C) but with a more pronounced

over tone progression. The partially oxidized complexes Ni(bqd)210 5
7b , lOa

and Ni~~c)~ are examples of quasi one- dimensional stacked electrically

conductive meta1ona~roc~vlic systems with chains of 13 parallel to the

stacking direction. 52 Examples are also known where cr~stal forces

produce distortion of the ~~ ions. In ~~ I3, I-I distances of 2. 83(2)

and 3.03(2 ) are observed, and two resonance enhanced I-I stretcilng modes

at 146 and 99 cm ’ (further split by small solid state effects lOc, 55)

are evident in the Ram an spectrum (Figure 4D). Two other kinds of

polyiodide structural motifs are also known. Crystal lographically

identifiable combinations of 12 and 12 are observed in a number of

materials such as ((
~~~)2 (J3 ) 2  12, 

55a (phenac etin)2 -

H~I~~~ 12 55b and ( H 5)4 N~I .  212. 
55~ The presence of both ’2 and I~

units are clearly evident , lOc as exemplified by the spectrum of the phenacetin

compound (Figure 4E). The I-I distance in the “12” 
54unit has lengthened

to 2. 748(2)1 which is reflected in the lower “Is” v1_1 frequency of 185cm

the “2 “  totally symmetric stretch occurs at 119 cm ’. The dotted lines

in the structural drawing of Figure € represent relatively long I-I

distances of 3. 550(2)1. A very weak emission at 160 cm ’ may evidence

slight distortion of the l~ moiety. The bands at f requencies above 200 cm ’

can be assigned to overtone and combination bands of the above modes; this

assures that the 1 and 
~2 oscillators are in close pr~ cimity and that the
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observed scattering pattern does not arise from a mixture of different

compounds. Completely analogous spectra are observed for the other two

12 + I model compounds discussed above ,~~
c 

with the only difference being

that the distorted Cl-I = 2.84 and 3.001) I3~ units in give rise to a

strong band at 150 cm ’ in addition to one at 105 cm ’. This is completely

analogous to the above mentioned situation in Cs13. Examples have also

been reported where f is symmetrically bound to two 12 units. This

species can be considered as the L ion and both linear f (trimesic acid s

H2O)~~ H~J, ~32 and bent [(CH 3)4N~I5 1
56 

cases have been identified. The

resonance Raman spectrum of the trimesic acid compound , which has chains
- . . 54of linear 15 , is illustrated in Figure 4F. The ”2” I-I stretching frequency

of 160 cm ” snggests that the f must now distribute electron density

between two Lewis acid 12 units and that the attendant lowering of the I-I

force constant is not as great as in 1~~. The reported~~ 15 I-I distance

of 2. 74A is in accord with this. The weak scattering at 107 cm ’ may be due

to symmetric stretching which is predominantly ‘24-i -*15 in character;

the I--I distance is 3. 24X. 32 The selection rules for D h 15 dlso predict

a Raman-active TT
g bending mode, which may occur at even lower frequency.

The spacing between 15 units in this structure is 3. 501 In summary ,

results for the various model compounds discussed form the basis for

the Raman characterization of polyiodide structure in the M(dpg)2I seriee .

The polyiodide spectra obser ved are generally rather insensitive in pattern

to the laser exciting frequency (v0 = 4880 - 6471X) 
lOb 

k
cfld this is in agree-

ment with the substantial breadth of most polyiodide solid state ~~ectronlc

-4
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spectra.1°~’ 
5
l’his situation will be illustrated in a later section (vide

infra). In most cases the polyiodide electronic spectra consist of a

number of sever ely overl apped transitions which have not been assigned

with certainty. 58 
The electronic transitions associated with large

resonance Raman enhancement no doubt involve a significant structural

change in going to the excited electronic state.

Resonance Raman spectra of solid Ni(dpg)2, Ni(dpg)21, Pd(dpg)2 , and

Pd(dpg)21 are shown in Figure 5 and numerical data are presented in Table

VII. Discussion of the optkal spectra is deferred to the following section.

Both iodides feature strong Rain an scattering at 161 cm ’ and a weaker tran-

sition at ca. 107 cm ’; overtone and combinations of these emissions are observed

at ca. 210w (2 x 107), 268mw(161+107), and 324mw(2x16 1)cm ’. That these

transitions are assignable to a polyiodide and not to M(dpg )2 units is

supported by the observation that the analogous (and isostructural14’1)

M(dpg)2Br materials exhibit resonance enhanced scattering at energies assignable

to polybromide species ,but only weak scattering in the M(dpg)21 region(156 cm 1). ~~

Thus, the resonance-enhanced transitions at 161 and 107 cm ’ clearly arise

from the polyiodide constituent. From the foregoing discussion two

assignments seem most reasonable: a highly distorted 1 or an 1 moiety .

As can be seen below, the same

I — I  I~

chromophore Is present in each structure. A1tho~~i a highly distorted 1

was at first considered a distinct possibility ,7C
~

d that such



an extreme distortion should take place in the non-polar channels of the

M(dpg )2 crystal structur e is not clear and not physically r ealistic. Furthermore ,

such a degree of distortion is not evident in the Raman spectra of any model

compound examined to date. lOc On the other hand , the correspondence

between the M(dp g)21 Ram an spectra and those of the 15 chain model

compound (trimesic acid S }I9O)~~. H~I~ (Figure 4) is strikingly close and argues persua-

sively for I~ as the predominantspecies . Theband at 107 cm ’ in th*M(dpg )21 spectra

is ,by analo~y to the trimesic acid pentaiodide results , also attributable to

There is no evidence for free 12 in the Raman spectra. In addition

to these results, it will also be seen that the fully refined 1-129 Mt3ssbauer

spectra and the optical spectra are in good agreement with the 15 formulation.

Efforts to obtain further vibrational spectroscopic information on the

M (dpg)21 polyiodide component with far infrared techniques were unsuccessful.

Comparison of spectra for the M (dpg)2 , M (dpg )21, and M (dpg)2 Br com-

poun ds (see Experimental Section for data) revealed no significant absorp-
9 4 9tion which could be assigned to an infrared-active I-I stretching transition; ’

these bands are apparently obscured by intense M(dpg)2 -centered normal

modes.

The Raman spectra of both M(dpg )2 and M(dpg )21 materials reveal weak

bands at energies above 400 cm ’ (see Table ‘Al for data), which are too

narrow to be polyiodide overtone or combination bands. Furthermore, the

band positions are sensitive to the nature of M . We assign these emissions

to vibrations within the M (dpg)2 and M(dpg)2~°~
2 units. Interestingly, in

accord with the crystallographic data , there is no evidence for discrete

M(dpg),4 units in the M(dpg )21 materials (i.e. ~trapped valency). When the
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iodinated species are heated , iodine loss is accompanied by diminution of

the M(dpg)2~~~
2 “markers” and growth of the M(dpg)2 “markers”; no spectra

of intermediate species are observed. The internal coordinate changes

associated with these bands are presumably analogous to the resonance

enhanced metal-ligand or metal-influenced ligand vibrations observed for
45 ,~~~ 46b , 61

porp hyrins and other metallomacrocycles.

lodine-129 Mössbauer Studies

Recoilless 27 .7 keV nuclear resonant absorption spectroscopy between

the ‘ground = 7/2 and ‘excited = 5/2 nuclear levels of iodine- 129 is an

established physical method for investigating structure and bonding in

iodine containing materials. 62 For characterizing poly iodides, it is a

useful supplement to resonance Raman spectroscopy since it can readily

identify I (a spherically symmetrical electric field gradient about the

iodine nucleus gives rise to zero quadrupole splitting). 
‘
~~~ 10 In addition ,

iodine- 129 Mbssbauer spectroscopy can be used for quantitative evaluation

of relative site populations. 10, 62 
The observed spectrum will be a super-

position of the quadrupole patterns of the dissimilar iodine atoms in

proportion to the respective populations. This ability to evaluate site

populations is important in cases where resonance Ram an techniques have

not been sufficiently calibrated for quantitative assessments or where it

is believed that unusual or previously unknown kinds of polyiodides are

present . The distorted 15 versus I question discussed above , was part

of the motivation for the present study .

Samples of Ni(dpg )2~~I and Pd(c~ g)~~9I were prepared as described in

the Experimental Section. Mbssbauer spectra , obtained at 4°K , are shown
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in Figure 6,along with computer generated theoretical spectra for the best

fit to the data (see Experimental Section for details of this procedure). It

will be seen that the data are In best agreement with an essentially D h ~~
lOb -species. For comparison, we also present the spectrum ci the 15

chain compound (trimesic acid • H2O)L~ H~’~ I~~.
32 Stick spectra showing

the quadrupol e patterns for the three inequivalent iodine sites in Ni(dpg)2I

are presented in the same figure. Numerical values of the parameters

obtained from the spectral fitting procedure with their estimated standard

deviations are given in Table ~rm~ The isomer shift and quadrupole

coupling constants for corresponding sites in the three compounds are ,

within experimental error , very similar . Values of these parameters63

are compared with those for symmetrical64a
~
b and distorted641” c12- in

the scheme below.

~(mm/sec) 0. 25 1.48 0. 25 0. 12 1. 15 -0. 12
I I I I I I

&q’~~~(MHz) -808 -1725 -808 -1041 -1782 -637
Relative site population 1.00 1.23 1. 00

[RuCp2 i291]~~13
6
~~~

b ~~~~~~~~ c

~(mm/sec) 0. 52 1. 20 0. 18 1. 20 0. 52
I I — — — —  I — — — —  I I

&q~~~ (MHz) -1331 -1764 -880 -1764 -1331
Relative site population 1.00 1.02 1.00 1. 02 1. 00

M(dpg)~~~I
83

The above asslgnme of 8 and &qQ to particular sites in I, Is that most

cons istent with bonding arguments (vide Infra). It is also apparent from

the values of the refined Mbssbauer parameters in Tabl e %U1 that iodine

-~
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site populations in the M(dpg)~I materials are known with good but not as

great a precision as S and &qQ. For this reason a number of experiments

were conducted to determine to what degree the populations given in Tabl e

Vii were the most accurate representation of the proportions of possible

sites present and what choices of polyiodides could be clearly rejected .

In an attempt to fit the data to two inequivalent iodine sites , relative popu-

lations were constrained to 1:1 and to 1:2 (symmetrical I~~). This resulted

in a marked deterioration of the goodness of fit parameter Misfit (see

Experimental Section) from the values shown in Table VUI. Tiis was true

regardl ess of the choice of 5 , &qQ, and linewidth. Similarly, fitt ing the

data to three inequivalent iodine sites with relative site population 1:1: 1

(unsymmetrical L3 )  resulted In very poor agreement between experi-

mental and calculated spectra for a wide range of reasonable 5, e2qQ , and

linewidth values. On the other hand, constraining the relative populations

for three inequivalent iodine sites to 2:2:1 (e.g. symmetrical 15 )  produced

little change in the value of Misfit when compared with a three-site fit With

no constraints on the relative populations. Thus , we conclude from the

1- 129 Mtissbauer spectroscopy , as we concluded from resonance Raxnan

spectroscopy that the predominant iodine-contain ing species in Ni(dpg)21

and Pd(~~g~ I i s I~~.

On the basis of the present study , no extraneous iodine-containing species

could be detected m the crystalline M(dpg)3 ‘~~I materials. It.

is , however , worth considering to what level of contamination other

iodine-containing species might be present bUt remain undetected, by
62

1- 129 Mtissbauer spectros copy. Based on known parameters for I
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(~=-0. 51 mm/eec , e2q~~~ = 0.00 MHz) and for ’2 In frozen hexane solution

(
~ 

= +0.98 mm/eec, e2q~~~ = -1586 MHz), we estimate that these

species can be present to no greater than

Ca. 5 and 3 mole percent, respectively . The possibility that small amounts of

either symmetrical or distorted 1 are present was also considered. It

can be seen from published isomer shift and quadrupole coupling constants
62 ,64

for triiodides that many of the observed transitions will overlap with

the I~ transitions, so that the maximum level of J impurities present

can only be estimated from the relative site populations. Although we

have found no direct evidence for any significant amount of 1 , symmetrical

or distorted, we estimate that less than 5 molecule percent I~ impurity

would be undectectable.

Examination of the isomer shift and quadrupole coupling constants for

the 1 species y ields information on charge distribution and bonding which

can be meaningfully compared with results obtained for symmetrical and

unsymmetrical ‘2 .  Using a Townes-Dailey approach 
65

as awnmarlzed

by Ruby and Shen~ r ~5c the iodine- 129 isomer shift versus ZnTe can be

expressed as a function of the number of 5s electron holes , h8, and the

number of 5p electron holes, % ( equatIon (7)) .

= 9. 2Ji~ + 1. SOhp - 0. 54 (mm /eec) (7)
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Alternatively, the effective 5p electron imbalance , U~ , can be calculated

directly ( equafitm (8)) from the ratio of the

= 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(8)

experimental value of the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant in the

molecule under examination (&q~~(f9Q) to that of atomic iodine

~~~~~~~~~~ = 1670 MHz , U~, = 1). Here U~, is defined in equation ( 9 )

in terms of the 5p electron populations in the three Cartesian spatial

directions.

Up = U~ + ~(U~ + lJ~) (9)

62,66For axial symmetry , the asymmetry parameter is zero and U U
x y

Prior studies ‘ have shown that in polyiodides such a s ’2  and 13 the
62 , 64abonding largely if not exclusively involves the 

~z orbitals; hence

it can be assumed that h~~~0 an d U = U ~~~ 2 From equations (?) _ ( 9 )

it can be seen that U , U , ,  and thus the approxim ate charges on the iodinep 
66

atoms can be calculated from two independent approaches . The agreement

of these two methods serves as an additional check on the quality of the
66cdata and the internal consistency of the parameter values obtained. The

scheme below sets out the calculated charge distributions (equation (1))
- - - 87and equation (8)) for symmetrical 13 , distorted ‘2, and I~ . The

charge distribution results based upon

from 5 -0. 47 +0. 35(+0. 25)
68_0. 47 -U . 56 +0. 13 -0. 72

I — I I I I I
from e2qQ -0. 49 +0. 07 -0. 49 -0.35 +0. 11 -0.60
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from ~ -0. 29 +0. 17 0. 58 +0. 17 ~0. 29
I — I  I I —  I

from &qQ -0. 20 40. 10 -0. 44 +0. 10 -0.20

quadrupole splitting data are probably slightly more reliable in most cases

since the probable error in a large &qQ value typically represents a smaller
percentage of the derived charge distribution. In terms of eleetronic

structure, the results of the above calculations reveal that distorting the

~~ ion is equivalent , in a first order approximation , to pulling an

away from ’2. That is , the resulting values of isomer shifts and quad ru-

pole coupling constants tend toward ’2 and I~ in that the charg~~ on the

“departing” iodide becomes more negative while the charge on the

iodine atoms in the emerging ’2 unit tend toward neutrality. The ~~
molecule exhibits a similar p attern in the ”2” fragments , i. e. ,the

charge distribution is more nearly equal and the charge concentration less

negative than in ~~. Interestingly , the central iodine atom In I~ does not

possess as great a negative charge as the “ departing” Iodine atom in dis-

toi’ted 13 This can be rationalized by the observation mentioned in the

Ram an discussion, that the “ I ”  in 1 must share its electron density

with two ’2 Lewis acid units. Reversing the assignment of the two highly

populated sites in 1 results in an ion with positive charge on the two

outer iodine atoms and negative charge on the three inner Iodine atoms. In

terms of chemical bonding and the foregoing discussion , this must be

regarded as highly unlikely .
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Electronic Spectra

Electronic absorption spectra of the M(dpg~ and M (dpg)~I materials ,

M = Ni and Pd , as Nuj ol mulls are presented in Figure 7A-D. These

data as well as those for chloroform solutions are compiled in Table IX.

The spectral features of Pd(dpg).2 and Ni (dpg)2 are closely analogous to

those of other stacked cP palladium and nickel bisglyoximates.69 There

is also a close similarity in transition energies. Furthermore, the two lowest

energy spectr al transitions in the polycrystalline M (dpg~ samples are not

observed in solution, again a distinctive characteristic of stacked bis-

glyoxlin ate systems. Thus , the 515 nm absorption in Ni(dpg)2 and the

445 nm absorption in Pd(dpg )2 can be correlated with stacked glyoximate

transitions69 which are found to be polarized parallel to the chain direction
69 70 70b 71

in single crystal studies and which ligand and metal ‘ substitution

as well as pressure dependence ~~‘ reveal to be highly sensitive to the

intrastack metal-metal separation . These spectral features have been

assigned to intramolecular nd
~2 —~ (n + transitions which borrow

intensity from intermolecular metal —b metal charge transfer transitions.

In addition , the (n + orbitals may be mixed with ligand TT* molecular
69a

orbitals. The next highest energy bands (435 nm for Ni (dpg)2 and 365 nm

for Pd(dpg )2) are analogous to those assigned to metal-to-ligand (dn 4 ~*)
69

charge transfer absorptions. The energies of such transitions are

generally rather insensitive to metal-metal separation.
69 

Upon halogenation
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of the M(dpg)2 materials, several noteworthy changes occur in the spectra

(Figure 7A and C). A very broad transition , centered at Ca. 675 nm,

appears . Though such a transition might , a priori, be associated with

mixed ~~~~~~~~~~~ comparison with the spectrum of the model 15 chain

compound , (trimesic acid S H2O)~ . H +15 ,  prevides a persuasive

argument for assignment as a polyiodide transitior . Indeed , polyiodide

electronic spectra are quite distinctive and can even be employed for
lOc 74

qualitative structural ass ignments . ‘ Thus , broad absorptions

centered near 700 nm are typically found in I~ chain compounds .

The other spectral feature which is evident upon

M(dpg)2 halogenation is the disappearance

or weakening of the long wavelength nd 2 -
~~~ (n ÷ l)p~ transitions and

the appearance of a new band at 566 nm in Ni(dpg )2I and at 505 nm in

Pd(dpg)21. In the absence of polarized single crystal data 
75

all that can

be renarked about the origin of these transitions is that the data are

consistent with an expected red shift of the aforementioned nd
~2 —~ (n +

transitions on contraction of the metal-metal separation. The energy

shifts for the nickel and palladium absorptions are comparable , i. e., 9%

and 12% respectively, as are the contractions in metal-metal distances ,

i. e., 3.55 -~ 3.27A and3. 52 ÷ 3.26 A , respectively.

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectra

data can provide useful inform ation on the electronic structure
78of mixed valence m aterials when they are acqu ired and interpreted with

79
care . In the present case, such data offered the possibility of assessing to what
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degree the fractional oxidation states in Nl(dpg)21 and Pd(dpg)21 might be

local ized , i. e., to what degree discrete sites such as Ni~~ and Ni~~ or

Ni~ might be present (Type I or Type II mixed val ency). 
‘
~~~ The rapid XPS

timescale (ca. 10~~ sec.) is particularly advantageous for this purpose. 76

In the case of a Pjpe ifi system , XPS offered the possibil ity of detecting

major changes in charge distr ibution accompanying partial oxidation. Since

XPS is a surface technique , the presence of iodine was continuously moni-

tored during the M(dpg)21 studies to ensure that the uniodinated species

were not being produced by the high vacuum or X-ray bombardment. In

Figure 8 are presented 2p312 spectra of Ni(dpg)2 and Ni(dpg)2I, and

3d512, 3d312 spectra of Pd(dpg)2 and Pd(dpg)21; data are set out in Table X.

The important observations to be made are that the binding energies and

linewidths of corresponding M(dpg)2 and M(dpg)2I materials, while in good

agreement with literature data for nickel76 ’8° and palladium76 ’81 complexes ,

do not differ significantly from each other. There is no evidence of trapped

val ence or of appreciable change in metal atom charge in the halogenated

materials. The absence of detectable “shake-up” satellites (core ionization

plus molecular electronic excitation) in the nickel spectra is in agreement

with the diamagnetism and square-planar coo nlination geometry. 80 Attempts

to clean the surface of the iodinated materials by argon ion etching resulted

in halogen loss . Element loss resulting from argon ion bombardment has

been observed before. 82
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Electrical Conductivity

Single crystal measurements of the electrical conducti vities of the

M(dpg)2 and M (dpg)21 compounds were performed as a function of temperature

by the standard four-probe technique (see Experimental Section for details).

The needle-like morphology of the crystals precluded measurements in

any direction other than parallel to the molecular stacking direction.

In Figures 9 and 10 are shown plots of representative conductivity

data for Ni (dpg)21 and Pd(dpg)21. These as well as related data are summarized

in Table XI. The range of conductivity is given at 300° K for all samples

exam ined and is compared with tl~ valt~~ for the corresponding unoxidized

materials. In the case of the unoxidized samples , the values presented

are an upper limit imposed by the sensitivity of the instrumentation and

the geometry of the available samples ; the actual conductivities may be one

or more orders of magnitude less than 10~~ ( ( ~ -cm) ‘
. Also compared in

Table XI are the dc and low frequency ac conductivities measured on the

same M ~~ g)~I specimens . The excellent agreement obtained indicates a

11IlnAmum of undesirable electrode-contact effects in the conductivity

measur ements.

As can be readily recognized from Figures 9 and 10, the data adhere

closely to a linear dependence of lm,- vs. l/T for the temperature range

Investigated. This behavior suggests that the thermal activation model

of eq(10)

= a~~~A/k T (10)
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where there is a single activation energy , ~, is the most

appropriate description. In Table Xl the average activation energy is

presented for each material as obtained from a least-squares

fit of the data to eq (10). The extent of variation for the values presented

represents the largest deviation from the average for all samples shown.

Especially for Ni(dpg)21, all samples are remarkably similar

in the slope of the lz~ vs. l/T plot.

The data presented in Figures 9 and 10 were found to be reproducible

when taken in order of either increasing or decreasing temperature.

Although a slight fall-off in the slope of the In ~ vs. l/T plots may occur

at the highest temperatures shown ,84 attempts to reach higher temperatures

were thwarted by ~ainple decomposition. In these cases , returning the

sample to room temperature did not restore the conductivity to its

original value.

Two important features are obvious upon viewing the con-

ductivity data. First , the iodination has brought about a very large increase

in the facility of charge transport (ca. 1(? - 108). Although a similar effect

has been noted for other metallomacrocycle systems upon halogenation ,7a
~ 

7b , 8a , d

the bis(diphenylglyoximates) represent the first case where the only feature of

the donor crystal structure variable to change upon halogenation is the interplanar

spacing. The second feature of note in the M (dpg)2I data is the dependence of

the conductivity on the identity of M . The dependence is small , with

Nl(dpg)21 being slightly more conductive. This result is surprising in
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view of the fact that the metal-metal distanc~ are essentially equal on

proceeding from nickel to palladium and the metal ionic radius increases by

ca. 0. 161. 38 The effect of interplanar spacing on the charge transport

characteristics of partially oxidized bis(glyoximates) will be explored

further in the discussion of bis(benzoquinonedioximate) systems. The

relative insensitivity of conductivity to the metal has been noted in other

highly conj ugated , partially oxidized metal-macrocycle materials . 7a , 8a , d

A significant question in considering the conductivity increase brought

about by M(dpg)2 iodination , is whether the charge tr~mport path may not

invol ve the stacked array of partially oxidized M(dpg)2 units , but rather

the chains of iodine atoms (as I~ units). Elemental iodine is a wide gap

semiconductor which becomes metallic under sufficient pressure. 85 To

explore this matter further , conductivity studies were undertaken on

integral oxidation state materials with polyiodide chains. Polycrystalline

samples of (trimesic acids H2O)~ H~I5 (having I~ chains32 ) exhibited electrical

conductivity less than 10~~ (C) - cmY 1
, while samples of G enz amide)2 -

H~I.3 (having 13 chains51) were comparable in low conductivity : less
86

than 10 (C) - cm) 1 . Experience indicates that for typical quasi one-

dimensional materials, polycrystalline samples will be Ca. 10
_a 

less

conductive than single crystals measured along the chain direction. 8a ,b , 87

Further evidence that the polylodide chains play at most a minor role in

charge transport Is provided by results on the analogous brominated

compounds . Both polycrystalline and single crystal samples of the
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M (dpg)2Br materials display conducti vities which are , within experimental
59error , identical to those of the analogous M (dpg)21 materials. This

demonstrates an insensitivity of the transport properties to the identity

of the halogen.

It is of interest to compare the facility of charge transport in the

M(dpg)21 systems with that of other low dimens ional materials . To take

account of differences in crystal structures , it is most meaningful to

compare the mean free paths , L, which describe the average distance

travelled by a charge carrier between scattering occuirences. From one-

electron band theory , the dc conductivity in the chain direction can be

related to the mean free path by eq. (11), 86
~ 

88 where

L = ~~~~~~ (11)

A is the stack cross-sectional area and N is the number of conducting chains

per cross-sectional area. The mean free paths for the M(dpg)21 charge carriers

are compared with those of several other stacked m aterials in Table XII. The

parameters for the partially oxidized bisdiphenyiglyoximates are comparable with

those for “intermediate - conductivity” salts of TCI~~ (tetracyanoquinodirn ethane)~
9

The latter materials also exhibit temperature-dependent conductivity which

follows eq. (10). 89

The theoretical reasons for the observed temperature depe ndence

of the electr ical conductivity In quasi one-dimensional stacked organic

and metal-organic materials have been the subject of considerable
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discussion. For the M(d pg)21 compound s, which exhibit activated behav ior

with at most only minor levelling-off of the conductivity at highest

atta inable temperatures, either of two currently proposed models

appears to be applicable. Phonon-assisted hopping has been discussed

for anisotropic systems in which the electronic states near the Fermi

level are localized owing to static disorde~!?C , 90 The lack of registry between

polylodide ebatns detected in the dUfr~~tIon study Is the most obvious structural

disorder in the M(d pg)1I system. For the regime above the very lowest

temperatures (where variable-range hopping occurs) this model predic ts

activated charge transport behavior , i. e.~eq. (10) is obeyed.

At h igher temperatures it is proposed that the electron-phonon inter-

action becomes stronger than the potential causing the localization ,

and the activate d behav ior is no longer observed. This higher tempera-

ture range is presumably beyond that which is pract icable for the M(d pg)21

mater ials . Alternatively, a descriptio n has been put forward based on

the observation that the conductivity of a number of low -dimensiona l
91mater ials can be fit to eq. (12). Here

~~~~~~~~~~~ (12)

a is a sample-dependent constant in the range of 3 to 4. It has been

proposed that most of the electronic sta tes in these materials are only

weakly localized and that a band model with a gap (possibly a Mott-Hubbard

gap or one assoc iated with disorder-induced localization of states at the
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band edges) of 2A is applicable . The exponential term in eq. (12) reflects

an activated carrier concentration. The factor T a arises from a marked

temperature dependence of the carr ier mobility and can be related to

coupling with molecular vibrations . In practice , a number of mater ials

which conform to eq. (12) exhibit a nearly linear region in the log ~, vs.

l/T plot (although pronounced downward curvature is seen at higher

temperatures). From the above discussion it can be seen that the

relatively linear log ., vs. 1/T behav ior of the M(dpg)2I materials is

compatible with either conductivity model. A serious question regarding

the hopping picture is whether the disordered iodine chains could provide

suffic ient driving force for localization of the electronic wave functions

in the M(dpg)2 columns . A serious question with regard to the band

model concerns the origin of the apparent gap. For the present case with 90%

filled band, It seems unlikely to be Mott-Hubbard in origin. 91b

_ _
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of this stud y demonstrate conclusively that M(dpg)21

compounds , M = Ni , Pd, contain the M(d pg)2 units in formal fractional

oxidation states, Ca. + 0. 2 . The accuracy of this number is limited

primarily by the accuracy to whic h the stoichiometry of the compound

is known and by the possible presence of small amounts of undetected

iodine -containing species. A reasonable estimate of uncertainty is

~0. 04 charge units . Thus, it is seen that the d iffuse x-ray scattering,

resonance Raman, and iodine-129 MO?ssbauer techniques are powerful

complementary methods for polyiodide structure identif ication , and hence for

direct measurement of charge dis tr ibution in mixed valence lattices.

Judging from the M(d pg)2 and other metallomacrocycle results
7’ 8 , the

iod ine oxidatio n procedure appears to have some efficacy in the synthesis

of mixed valence lattices , and in the present case results both in shorten-

ing of the metal-metal distance (Ca. 0. 27 A) and in dramatically increas ing

the C axis conductivity (ca. iCY -iC? ) .  Whether the charge carriers are

transported through the chain of metal atoms as is l ikely in KCP

(K2 Pt( CN)4 Br 0 3
.3~~0)3b or through the TI systems of the ligand columns

as in numerous organic conductors, has not been resolved . The large

intermetal distances in the present case , i. e. ,3.223(3)A (3. 251 for Pd l4d) vs.

2.89 A in KCP~
2and the relative insensitivity of the conductivity to the metal

argue for the latter situation.
93
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It is reasonable to inquire whether chemical modification of the meta l

bisglyoximate core so as to allow greater conjugation and closer inter-

planar spacing will affect the degree of partial oxidation , trans port

properties, etc. This question is explored further in the accompanying
Tharticle .
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Table I. Summary of Crystal Data, Intensity Data Collection, and

Refinement for Nt(dpg)21 at -160° C

Temperature -160(5)° C

Formula C28H~ IN4Nl04

Formula Weight 664.1 amu

Space Group D4~-P4/ncc

a lg .?74(8) A a

C 6 .446(3)A
V 2520A 3

Z 4

DensIty 1. 750g/cm3 (calc)

Crystal Dimensions 0.53 xO .04  x O .04  mm

Crystal Shape Needle with well developed faces

of the forms { 001 },  { 100 }, and

{ 
iio}. [001] is the needle direction

Crystal Volume 0. 00051 mm3

Radiation Cu Ka1 (1.540562 A )

111.8cm ’

Transmission Factors 0.615-0.731

Receiving Aperture 4.1 x 4. 1 mm , 32 cm from crystal

Take-off Angle 3.10

Scan Speed 1°/mm

Scan Range 0.9 ° below Ka 1 to0.9° above Ka1

Background Counts 40s
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Table I: Continued.

28 Limits 2.0°-120.0°

Final Number of Variables 31

Unique Data Used 353

Error in Observation of 4.03 electrons
Unit Weight
R 0.093

0.126

aThe cell parameters at 23(1)°C are a=19.887(4)A, c=6. 542(2)A ,
and V4587) .
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Table W. Root-Mean-Square Amplitudes of Vibration ( A )  of

Nl(dpg)21 at 23°C and -160°C

Atom Temp. (°C) Minimum Intermediate Maximum

I 23 0.234(4) 0.234 0.756(11)

Ni 23 0.13(2) 0.17(2) 0.21(2)

I -160 0.140(4) 0.140 0.462(8)

Ni -160 0.07(3) 0.11(3) 0.14(2)



I
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Table V. Selected Distances and Angles in Ni(dpg)21 at -160° C

Bond Distances ( A )

Ni-N 1.868( 15) ~~~~~ 1.61(4)

N-O 1.34( 2) C—C(1 ) 1.59(2)

N-C 1.33(3) 0-H 1.20

Non-Bonded Contacts (A)

I—I 3 .223( 2) C(1)—C(6 ) ’ 3.14(2)

Ni-Ni 3.223(2) C(1)—0 2.89 (2)

0-0” 2.40(4) C(2)-0 2.85(2)

0-H(2) 2.39 C(6)-0 2 .91(2)

C (1)—H(6 ) ’ 2.72 C( 6)—C 2.91 (3)

C(1 )—C(1 ) ’ 3 . 10(3) C(6 )—C(1 ) ’ 3 . 14(2)

Angles (deg)

N-Ni-N’ 81.5( 12) N-C-C’ 105.7(13)

N-Ni-N” 99.0(12) N— C—C (1) 118 . 1(18)

N—Ni-N” 172.7(11) C’— C—C( l) 105. 9 (16)

Ni-N -0 121.1(i5) C—C(1)-C(2) 112.0(14)

Ni-N-C 118.8( 15) C- C(1)-C(6) 127.7(13 )
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Table V~ Continued.

Torsion Angles (deg)

0—N—N ” —0” —176 (2) C( 1)-C —C’ —C( 1)’ - 75(2)

0-N-N” -0” 2(2) C(2)-C(1)-C-C’ 175(2)

N-C-C’-N’ 33(2) C(2)-C( 1)-C-N -66(2)

a P e d  atoms are related by the 2-fold axes at -~~~ , * , -1. See Figure 3
for the numbering scheme of the Ni(dpg) cation .
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Table VI. Weighted Least-Squares Planes.

Plane equation: Ax + By + Cz - D = 0, with x,y,z, in crystal coordinates

Plane No. A, A B, A C , A D, A

1 2.130 -2.130 -6.370 0.528

2 2. 130 -2. 130 6.370 -2.657

3 1.088 1.088 6.426 -1.607

4 1.088 1.088 -6.426 1.607

5 0.000 0.000 6.446 -1.612

6 2.09 1 12.891 4.840 2.693 Phenyl

7 12.891 2.09 1 -4 . 840 -0.287 Phenyl’

Deviations from the Planes ( A )  x 102

Plane No.

Atom 1 2 3 4 5
Ni 0

N 7(2) -1(2) 12(2)

0 - 1(2)
C -20(3)
N’ -7(2) -1(2) -12( 2)
0’ 1( 2)
C’ 20(3)
N” -7(2) 1(2) 12(2)
0” -1(2)
C” 20(3)
N” 7(2) 1(2) -12(2)
0” —1(2)
C” -20(3)
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Table VI: Continued.

Dihedral Angles Between Planes

Plane A Plane B Angle (deg) Plane A Plane B Angle (deg)

1 2 162 . 5 3 4 171.1

1 6 143.2 6 7 115.2

0

L _ _ _  ~~~~ ~~~~~

- - 

- -  - -
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Table VII. Raman Scatter1x~ D~~~a, b

Ni(dpg)2: 418(ms), 113(w,br), 91(vvw), 71(vw)

N1(~~g)2I: 447(w), 407(vw), 325(mw ,br), 270(w,br), 210(vw,br), 162(vs), 107(w)

Pd(~~g)2: 405(vw), 166(vw), 133(vw), 82(w,sh), 69(vw).

Pd(~~g)2I: 467(vvw), 446(vw), 427(vvw), 323(mw), 266(w,br), 210(v-w ,br),

160(vs), 104(mw).

(Trimesic acid • H20)~,. HI5: 206(w,br), 162(vs), 104(w,br), 75(vw).

aPolycrystauine samples, 5145k excItation.

b1~ cm 1
; s = stroi~~, m = medium, w = weak , v = very , br = broad,

sh = shoulder
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Table VIfl. Iodine -129 Mbssbauer Parameters.

Compound Ni(dpg)21 Pd(dpg)21 (Trimesic acid • H20)~,H~I5 ’

Site 1

1. 20(3 ) 1. 19(3 ) 1. 15(3)
e2qQ(MHz. )b - 1778 (5) - 1749(5) -1777 (5)
B(mm/sec)C 1. 24(5 ) 1.36(7) 1. 15(5)

Relative population 2. 12 (10) 1. 96(10) 1. 96 (10)

SIte 2

8(mm/sec) 0. 47(5 ) 0. 57(5 ) 0. 53 (5)
&qQ~MHz. ) - 1308(8 ) -1354(8) -1404(8)
B(mm/sec) 1. 68(5 ) 1. 34(5) 1. 75(5)
R~laUve population 2. 22 (10) 1. 78(10) 1. 97 (10)
‘C 0. 257(5) 0. 209(9) 0. 138(5)

Site 3

ô(mm/sec) 0. 16 1(8) 0. 201(10) 0. 13(5)
e2qQ~MHz, ) -861(5) -898 (6) -965(5)
B(mn~’sec. ) 1. 06(4) 1.01(4) 1.04(4)
Relative population 1. 00 1.00 1.00

Misfit (%)d 0.65(3) 0. 64(3) 0. 70(4)

2856 2112 1400

aversus ZnTe.

bF ~~I

CLin~~~dth

dDeflned in Experimental section.
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Table IX. Electronic Spectral Data in nm ØcK).

Compound Nuj ol mull CHCL~ solution

Ni(c~ g)2 285 (35. 1) 273 (36. 6)
3358h (29. 9) 357 (28. 0)
372øh (26.9) 405 (24.7)
435 (23.0) 460sh (21. 7)
515 (19. 4)

Ni( %g)21 286 (34. 9)
37Osh (27.0)
443 (22.6)
520 ( 19. 2)
566 (17.7)
675br (15.4)

Pd(c~ g)2 235 (42.6) 243 (41. 1)
278 (36.0) 266 (37.~~
365 (27. 4) 324 (30. 9)
445 (22. 5) 410 5h (24. 4)

Pd(dpg).~I 235 (42 .6)
278 (36.0)
362 (27.6)
456sh (21.9)
505br ( 19. 8)
675 (15. 4)
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Table X. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopic Data For Metal Diphenylglyoximates

Material Ioniz ation Binding Energy (eV) FWHM a(eV)

Ni(dpg)2 Ni 2p312 855.5(5) 1.88

Ni(dpg)~I Ni 2p3/2 855.3(5 ) 1.86

Pd(dpg)2 Pd 3d3/ ’2, 3d51~42 343. 8(4), 338. 6(4) 1.88, 1.87

Pd(dpg )21 Pd 3d3,~ , 3d512 343. (8)(4), 338. 8(4) 1. 84, 1. 85

a}I~fl peak width at half maximum.
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Table XI. Single Crystal (~ 
axis) Electrical Conductivity Data for Metal

Diphenyiglyoximates

dc Conductivity at Conductivity Comparison at 300° K( o -cm)~~ 
b

M aterial 300°K (0  -cm) ’ a dc ac (100Hz)

Ni(dpg)2 ~ 8x 10 9

Ni(dpg)21 2.3 - l i x  10 2 
2.7 x i0~ 3.0 x 10~ 0.19+0.01

Pd(dpg)2 < 8  x i0~~

Pd(dpg)21 7.7 - 47 x i0~ 4. 7 x i0~ 5.0 x i0~ 0.54+0.11

~ Range given for spec tmeng examined.

bDMa for the same crystal

CFrom least-sqaures fit to ~quat1on 10.
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Table XII. Approximate (~rrier Mean Free Paths for Some Stacked Conductors at 300°K. a

Material Mean Free Path (L) _________

1(C2H5)3’rccj (TCNQ)2 2.3 x 10

Ni(dpg)21 2. 0 x i0 3 
- 4. 0 x 10 4C

Pd(d pg)21 8.0 x i0 5 
- 1. 3 x l0~~

1(C2H 5)3NH j(T CNQ)2 1.4 x 10 2d

Qn(TCNQ)2 0.

(TTF)(TCNQ) 2 .3 - 3.

NiPcI - 8.2~

TTT~~ 5 7 8 6 h

Ni metal 6O~

aQilculated from equation (II) using data from the sources indicated.
bTCC = 3, 3-diethylthiacarbocyaninium ; Fedutin , D. N.; Shchegolev , I. F.; Stryukov , V. B.; 

-

Yagubskil , E. B.; Zvarykina , A . F.; Atovmyani , L. 0.; Kaminski , V. F.; Shivaeva, R. P.
Phys. ~~~~~~. .~gj, tb.) , ~~fl, 48, 87-92.

C
This work .

dReference and Kobayashi , H. ;  Ohashi, Y.;  Marum o, F.; Saito, Y. Acta Cryst.,
197,~~ B26 , 459-487.
eReference and Kobayashi, H.; Maruino, F.; Salto , Y. Ada Cryst. 1971, B27, 373-378.

~Reference 88b.
g Reference 8b.

hR f  4c and 29b.

‘Reference 38.
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Figure 1. A stereo view of the unit cell of Ni(dpg)21. The !- axis

Is horizontal to the r ight , the~ -axis Is vertical from

bottom to top, and the ~ -axls is towards the reader. The vthra-

tional ellipsoids are drawn at the 50~ level, except hydrogen

atoms which are drawn arbitrarily small.
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FIgure 2. A stereo view of the unit cell of Ni(dpg )21. The ~ -axis

Is horizontal to the right , the ~ -axis is away from the -

reader , and thea -axis is vertical from bottom to top.

The vibrational ellipsoids of the Ni and I atoms are drawn

at the 50~ level. All other atoms are drawn arbitrarily

small.

- - - - - - - - _ _ _ _
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0.20

Figure 3. A drawing of the Ni(dpg)2~ cation showing the numbering

scheme used and some relevant bond lengths and angles.

The vibrational ellipsoids are drawn at the 50~ level, except

hydrogen atoms which are arbitrarily small1
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FIgure 4. Resonance Rainan spectra (5145$. excitation) of A. 12 dissolved

in benzene, B. Polycrystalline (C~H5)4As~~~~, C. Polycrystalline

(C c0NH~~H~I , D. Poly crystalline Cs~1 , E. Polycrystalline
4 -  . . . .(phenacetin)2H I 5 •  12 , F.Polycrystalhne (trunesic acid . H2O)~ØH 15
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I FIgure 5. Rainan spectra (5145$. excitation, polycrystalline samples) of I

A. Pd(dpg)2L, B. Pd(dpg)2,

C. Ni(dpg)21, D. Ni(dpg)2.
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Figure 6. Iodine -129 Mbssbauer spectra of the indicated compounds as

solids at 4°K. The solid lines represent the best computer

fit to the data points. Stick figures representIng contributing

transitions are shown for the Ni(dpg)21 spectrum.

Isomer shifts are referenced to ZnTe. -

~~1
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Figure 7. Electronic spectra (polycrystalline samples as Nujol mulls)

of A. Pd(dpg~I B. pd(dpg)2

C. Ni(dpg)21 D. Ni(dpg)2.

E. (Trimesic acid • H20),OH4
1 5.

• - • - 



- 
A

• B

200 400 600 600 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
wave4ength (nm)
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Figure 8. X-ray photoelectron spectra of the indicated compounds in

2P3,.~ (Ni) and 3d51~, 3d31,’2 (Pd) regions. Traces are

the result of 100-Z)0 computer-averaged scans.
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FIgure 9. Electrical conductivity (dc) in the crystallographic c

direction of representative Ni(dpg)21 crystals as a function

of temperature.
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Figure 10. Electrical conductivity (dc) in the crystallographic c direction

of representative Pd(dpg)21 crystals as a function of

temperature. 
S
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